
Torch-TensorRT Overview
Torch-TensorRT is an open-source compiler targeting NVIDIA GPUs 
for high-performance deep-learning inference in PyTorch. It combines 
the usability of PyTorch with the performance of TensorRT allowing 
for easy optimization of inference workloads on NVIDIA GPUs. 
Torch-TensorRT supports all classes of optimizations in TensorRT 
including reduced mixed precision down to INT8, through simple 
Python & C++ APIs designed to work directly from PyTorch. 
Torch-TensorRT outputs standard PyTorch modules as well as the 
TorchScript format to allow for a completely self-contained, portable, 
& static module with TensorRT engines embedded as attributes.

Torch-TensorRT partitions the model into subgraphs based on 
TensorRT compatibility of each node. Compatible subgraphs are 
replaced with a single optimized TensorRT engine; the incompatible 
subgraphs “fallback” and run in native PyTorch. This partial 
compilation means there is no requirement for full model support by 
TensorRT, expanding the space of Torch-TensorRT compatible 
models.

Torch-TensorRT Frontends
FX Frontend

Torch-TensorRT Quick Start
From Trained Module to TensorRT Optimized PyTorch in one line

Torch-TensorRT has Python & C++ APIs as well as a CLI. The Python 
APIs can ingest TorchScript modules or torch.nn.Modules. Users have 
the option of using FX or TorchScript to segment and compile their 
model.
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Figure 1. Torch-TensorRT Compilation Steps: a) Original Model In PyTorch. b) Partitioned Model 
distinguishing operations to run in PyTorch and TensorRT. c) Resulting compiled model with embedded 

TensorRT engine returned to the user.
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Figure 2. Using Torch-TensorRT in Python to compile a PyTorch model

import torch_tensorrt as torchtrt

# COMPILE PyTorch module to TensorRT using torch_tensorrt
trt_module = torchtrt.compile(module, inputs=[example_input])

# RUN TRT module using PyTorch APIs
results = trt_module(example_input)

#include "torch_tensorrt/torch_tensorrt.h"
namespace torchtrt = torch_tensorrt; // namespace update

// COMPILE TorchScript module using torch_tensorrt
torchtrt::ts::CompileSpec compile_spec({example_input}); 
auto trt_module = torchtrt::ts::CompileGraph(module, compile_spec);

// RUN TRT module using PyTorch APIs
trt_module.forward(example_input);

Figure 3. Using Torch-TensorRT in C++ do the same compilation process (TorchScript only)

Figure 2. Using Torch-TensorRT in Python to compile a PyTorch model

Torch-TensorRT is an open-source project licensed with a BSD-style 
license. Many of the operations which are supported in TensorRT are 
because of contributions from the community. If you end up 
implementing extensions to Torch-TensorRT, do consider 
upstreaming them, contributions are greatly appreciated.
https://www.github.com/pytorch/TensorRT/ 

Torch-TensorRT Unified Runtime
Whether modules are compiled with Torch-TensorRT using the FX 
frontend or the TorchScript front end, a similar result is produced, a 
module in which accelerated subgraphs are encapsulated in a class 
called torch.classes.tensorrt.Engine (or 
torch_tensorrt::runtime::TRTEngine for C++). This class manages 
the engine, TensorRT runtime, and (de)serialization and is 
compatible with a FX only, TorchScript only, or hybrid workflow. This 
allows users to leverage unique benefits of the FX frontend such as 
easier extensibility but continue to use benefits of TorchScript such 
as C++/Python-less execution. 

The runtime is built into the Torch-TensorRT python package and self 
registers with PyTorch on import or can be distributed as a 
lightweight shared library libtorchtrt_runtime along side other 
dependencies like libnvinfer and libtorch during deployment. 

Torch-TensorRT FX Frontend is a path that can convert a PyTorch 
model through torch.fx to a TensorRT engine optimized model 
targeting running on Nvidia GPUs.  One of the advantages for FX 
frontend is that it is developed in Python which allows this workflow 
to be very accessible to researchers and engineers.   

Four important stages are designed for this path. The first stage is 
Trace which leverages the FX tracer to capture the execution graph in 
representation of FX nodes. The second stage is Split which splits the 
FX graph into subgraphs with supported nodes and subgraphs with 
unsupported nodes. The third stage is Convert which converts 
supported subgraphs into TensorRT engine. The fourth stage is 
Execute which wraps the TensorRT engine and return it as attribute 
of the model.

The whole conversion process is completed in Python which provides 
good development efficiency to users to customize and extend the 
compiler. It also leverages the easiness of graph accessibility from FX 
to provide easy accessibility of graph transformation, batch revision, 
statistical calculation and quantization.

TorchDynamo is a new PyTorch compiler. It supports arbitrary 
PyTorch code, control flow, mutation and dynamic shapes which could 
not be well addressed in FX tracing.  In 2023, Torch-TensorRT will 
start to use Dynamo to capture the FX graph as opposed to the FX 
tracer. This would address current FX frontend limitations such as 
dynamic shape support.  

TorchScript Frontend

The Torch-TensorRT TorchScript Frontend is a path that compiles a 
pre-scripted TorchScript module (or nn.Module via torch.jit.script) to 
an optimized TensorRT-TorchScript Module. TorchScript has the 
benefits of Pythonless execution, a single portable artifact 
serialization format and strong C++ support. 

The TorchScript frontend preserves these capabilities through the 
artifacts it generates via one of the Python, C++ or CLI interfaces. 
Also, like FX it can automatically partition compliable and 
non-compliable subgraphs and automatically stitch together compiled 
and native TorchScript components generating a single artifact with 
TensorRT engines replacing accelerable subgraphs.   

https://www.github.com/NVIDIA/Torch-TensorRT/
https://www.github.com/pytorch/TensorRT/
https://www.github.com/NVIDIA/Torch-TensorRT/

